Note: Column H indicates left (L) hemisphere, right (R) hemisphere, or (M) medial region. BA, Brodmann's area of peak activation, obtained from atlas of Talairach and Tournoux (1988) . Coordinates are in millimeters, reflecting distance from anterior commissure, and express the peak activation of a cluster of voxels in a particular anatomical region, as determined by one-sample t tests. Cluster size reflects the number of activated voxels above the chosen threshold. All reported regions were significant after random effects analysis and survived a threshold of p Ͻ 0.005 at the voxel level and 13 voxels at the cluster level. For peak activations within 8 mm of each other and situated in both the same Brodmann's region and anatomical region, the peak with the highest z value is reported. The * indicates that a region is part of the cluster listed directly above. a Cluster's location is unclear but is likely deep in the central sulcus. b Brainstem focus is in or near colliculi.
comparably accurate with both syllables and hums inferior frontal and precentral sulci and medially into the within the match and reverse tasks (match syllables: M, left middle frontal gyrus. Additionally, the task requiring 98.4%; SD, 4.8; match hums: M, 93.6%; SD, 7.5; reverse subjects to reverse the components of a sequence (consyllables: M, 82.5%; SD, 17.2; reverse hums: M, 82.5%; trast: reverse versus match) produced unique MR signal SD, 15.6).
increases in the left inferior parietal lobule and left posterior, superior parietal lobule, with both peaks bordering the inferior parietal sulcus. We also observed a signifiImaging Results cant right hemisphere peak in the reverse task in the Task-Specific Brain Regions right precentral gyrus, as well as a smaller subcortical In order to determine task-related changes in MR signal response in the left pulvinar thalamus. Activation in the intensity (which we will refer to as "activation"), we posterior cingulate was particular to the delete task. pooled across stimulus types. Table 2 and Figure 1 presBrain regions showing activation in the match task ent significant activations that were specific to the relative to the two sequence manipulation tasks (conmatch, reverse, and delete tasks, respectively. Because trast: match versus delete ϩ reverse) were located bilatcomparisons between task conditions represent relative erally. Specifically, several separate peaks were observed changes in MR signal intensity, we cannot clearly differin the mid to posterior cingulate region, extending toward entiate when an active region is due to an increase in the precuneus. Additionally, the left medial frontal region the activation task or a decrease in the control task.
was engaged, as well as a more lateral left middle frontal In general, MR signal increases during the two tasks locus. We observed smaller signal increases in several involving sequential manipulations (contrasts: reverse brain regions, including the left angular gyrus, bilateral versus match, delete versus match) were left lateralized.
insula, and right caudate nucleus, during the match task Both tasks engaged a region in the left posterior, superior IFG, extending superiorly to the junction of the left (see Table 2 ). Generally, the match task engaged the No regions showed a relative increase for syllables compared to hums in the reverse or delete tasks, confirming that subjects relied on similar neural mechanisms to perform sequence manipulations with speech and nonspeech human vocal sounds. Only the match task, which required recognition of stimulus-specific sequences instead of manipulation, revealed brain regions particular to syllable stimuli; these were in the posterior cingulate.
Brain regions showing relative MR signal increases for hummed notes relative to syllable stimuli, within each task, were in the right hemisphere for the match task and the left hemisphere for the delete task (see Table  3 ). No regions responded specifically to hummed notes in contrast to English syllables during the reverse task. The match Hums task revealed a focus at the border of the right pars opercularis and right premotor cortex, in the same region observed as a main effect of the hums stimuli. Additionally, match hums uniquely engaged the right anterior superior and middle temporal gyri, which were within 4 mm of similar peaks revealed as a main effect of stimulus type. The delete hums task engaged Syllables versus match Syllables). The peaks of activaStimulus-Specific Brain Regions tion revealed by each direct comparison were located To determine differences in brain activity due to stimulus in the same region (BA 44/6) and were approximately type, we compared syllables to hums, independent of equivalent in magnitude for both stimulus types in both task. Relative increases in activation for syllables and manipulation tasks (see Table 4 ). In order to formally hummed notes, respectively, are presented in Table 3. confirm left posterior inferior frontal activation for both In contrast to the prominent task-specific MR signal syllables and hummed notes, we performed a conjuncincreases, no regions responded more to syllable stimuli tion analysis between syllables and hummed notes for than to hummed notes. However, several regions in the the reverse and delete tasks, respectively. A conjunction right hemisphere showed an additional activation for analysis computes the joint probability of independently hums. We observed separate clusters of activation in observing activation in a particular region for two disthe right inferior frontal gyrus and the right precentral crete comparisons. This analysis confirmed that the left gyrus. Additionally, we found several temporal lobe reposterior IFG was activated for both syllables and gions activating specifically to hums, including the right hummed notes in both the reverse and delete tasks (see superior temporal sulcus and the right superior and mid- Table 4 ). The conjunction analysis showed activation in dle temporal gyri (see Table 3 ). the same region of the left posterior IFG across stimulus Stimulus-Specific Brain Regions within Each Task types, and peaks of left posterior IFG activation differed To examine task-specific modulation of stimulus pro-12 mm in the x dimension across tasks, with no differcessing, we determined differences in brain activity beences across stimuli. tween syllables and hummed notes within each task, as When comparing the reverse to the match task, pooling across stimulus types, we observed activation in presented in Table 3 . Note: Abbreviations are identical to those in Table 2 . Coordinates are in millimeters, reflecting distance from anterior commissure, and express the peak activation of a cluster of voxels in a particular anatomical region, as determined by one sample t tests. Cluster size reflects the number of activated voxels above the chosen threshold. In all reported regions, p Ͻ 0.005 at the voxel level and clusters are larger than 13 voxels, following random effects analysis. For peak activations within 8 mm of each other and situated in both the same Brodmann's region and anatomical region, the peak with the highest z value is reported. The * indicates that a region is part of the cluster listed directly above.
the left supramarginal gyrus. In the individual post-hoc Discussion comparisons, neither the comparison reverse Hums versus match Hums nor the comparison reverse Syllables Using fMRI, we examined neural mechanisms underlying versus match Syllables revealed left supramarginal gythe sequencing of phonological and nonlinguistic vocal rus activation at our original statistical threshold. Activainformation (hummed notes). We found a functional dissotion was subthreshold for both stimulus types, significiation in the left-lateralized regions associated with the cant at p Ͻ 0.01 at the voxel level for both comparisons.
"phonological loop" (Baddeley, 1986; Paulesu et al., However, the activation in the left supramarginal gyrus 1993). Posterior, superior Broca's area showed inwas more robust for the syllable stimuli (center of creased neural activity when subjects manipulated temactivation: Ϫ40, Ϫ38, 40; z ϭ 3.41; cluster size ϭ 27 poral order, independent of whether the stimuli were voxels) than the hummed notes (center of activation: linguistic in nature. A conjunction between stimuli con-Ϫ34, Ϫ52, 40; z ϭ 2.58; cluster size ϭ 7 voxels). The taining phonemes and hummed notes, for each of the conjunction analysis revealed a common focus of actisequence manipulation tasks (reverse and delete), convation for the syllables and hummed notes in the reverse firmed that the left posterior IFG was equally active for phonological stimuli and hummed notes. The activation task (center of activation: Ϫ44, Ϫ42, 40; z ϭ 4.10, cluster size ϭ 16 voxels) at p Ͻ 0.001 uncorrected, which was in the left posterior, superior IFG extended across the left inferior frontal sulcus and into the left middle frontal just subthreshold. Although the left supramarginal gyrus may not be entirely specific to phonemic stimuli, it gyrus, suggesting that the left middle frontal locus is part of the same functional region. These results suggest seems clear that this region is more involved in manipulating stimuli containing phonemes than stimuli conthat some left hemisphere language regions respond to the sound structure of language, while others implement taining hummed notes.
Examination of the post-hoc comparison delete Syllasequential operations that may underlie the ability to form words out of phoneme segments. In contrast, bles versus match Syllables also revealed a focus in the left supramarginal gyrus, significant at our original matching phoneme segments and hummed notes, a task without an explicit sequential manipulation requirethreshold (peak activation: Ϫ36, Ϫ46, 40; z ϭ 4.18; cluster size ϭ 25 voxels), further suggesting that the left ment, produced extensive activation in the posterior cingulate, a region associated with familiar and contextsupramarginal gyrus is more specific to processing phonemes than general to sequencing discrete units. found greater memory is involved in the present study, it is not specific to verbal information. It seems unlikely that a basic workactivation in this region when subjects had to refresh (reflect back to a single, just-seen stimulus), as coming memory function such as processing load can entirely account for our data, as posterior Broca's area pared to reading a novel or repeated word. These authors suggested that refreshing may function to prolong showed a relative signal increase in both sequence ma-(or increase) activation of a perceptual representation, may respond to the process of manipulating phoneme segments in working memory and that it may participate is initiated and/or sustained by the left middle frontal gyrus, and ultimately links perception to working memin manipulation of nonspeech vocal segments when the load increases in working memory. The observed inory processes. Moreover, this region showed greater activation for items that later were correctly and quickly creases are not likely due solely to maintaining order information in the phonological loop (Martin and Caraidentified. Such a finding converges with our results; in the present study, the match task was the easiest across mazza, 1982), since our baseline task, match, also involved order maintenance. In the neuroimaging literastimulus types. Anterior DLPFC activation during our match task may reflect the need for subjects to maintain ture, the left supramarginal region has been ascribed a role in the coding and retrieval of order information in the order of sequences of phonemes and hummed notes in working memory prior to initiating a response. In the verbal working memory (Marshuetz et al., 2000) , an interpretation that may in part extend beyond the language reverse and delete tasks, we identified a more posterior region of activation in the left middle frontal gyrus, which domain. An active processing role for the left supramarginal gyrus seems likely, given its activation for syllable borders on the precentral and inferior frontal sulci. Henson et al. (2000) have associated this region with the stimuli in the delete task and also its subthreshold activation for syllable stimuli and hummed notes individually serial rehearsal of the temporal order of phonemes, and our results suggest that it may have a more general role in the reverse task, when order manipulation of three and not two elements was required. Studies requiring in sequencing. A third region in the left middle frontal gyrus, more anterior and inferior to the activations obsubjects to monitor pure tone sequences in order to make a response decision have also found activation served in this study and cytoarchitectonically distinct, has been implicated in rapid auditory processing ( the putative components of the phonological loop, do
